TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR CAREER SUCCESS

I.  Be Positive *(Attitude is everything)*

II. Show Up *(On time, every day, reliably)*

III. Work Hard *(Earn your keep, get something done)*

IV. Get Along *(Play together nice in the sandbox)*

V. Pay It Forward *(Do more than is expected today, and you will receive more than you expected)*

VI. Be Flexible *(Willingly take on different tasks)*

VII. Figure It Out *(Be a problem solver, not a problem asker)*

VIII. Join the Club *(Be proud to be a part of your organization)*

IX. No Whining *(Communicate positively and, well, don’t be high maintenance)*

X. Keep Learning *(If you don’t keep up, you will become obsolete)*

---

Nexen Group is a leading manufacturer of precision motion control components, power transmission and web tension control products for a wide array of industrial applications, located in Webster, Wisconsin.